
CHAPTER VII 

SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Urbanisation needs to be equated not only with increasing employment in non-agricultural 

sector and the associated higher technology and income levels but also with urban infrastructure, 

both economic and social, to promote dispersal of development and the quality of life of the 

people. Urban development policy is concerned not only with ensuring that urban centres play a 

positive role in national and regional development but also provide healthy living environments. 

In the First Five Year Plan, the problem of urbanisation was equated with the problem of 

increasing housing shortage in urban areas The plan recommended that the tendency to inflate 

land prices and speculation should be controlled through legislation. The Second Five Year Plan 

endorsed the expansion of the housing programme, and emphasised slum clearance, slum 

improvement and land acquisition and development. The Third Five Year Plan recognised that 

housing policies need to be set in the larger context of economic development and 

industrialisation. The Fourth Five Year Plan included the expansion of urban community 

development programmes, which were started in the third plan. Exploring new dimension in 

urban plarming, there was serious awareness of planners to spatial implications and problems of 

urbanisation. 

The Fourth Five Year Plan also stressed the need for decongestion and dispersal of 

population in the metropolitan cities like Calcutta and Mumbai. To finance housing and urban 

development projects, the plan provided for the establishment of a Housing and Urban 

Development Finance Corporation. The Fifth Five Year Plan recognised the need for a complex 

and multifaceted strategy and the thrust of urbanisation policy was to increase the rate of growth 

of small and medium towns. 

The Sixth Five Year Plan placed major emphasis on (a) environmental improve.^. • 

slums; (b) integrated development of small and medium towns with a population of less than 

1,00,000; (c) urban development programmes; and (d) research and development to provide 

scientific base for the formulation of urbanisation and urban development policy. 

Urban development policies are concerned with a wide range of problems, and the 

spectrum of problems is wide. The major problems and the associated policies related to the 
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urban size and growth; growth of slums - housing; urban land development; traffic and 

transportation; deterioration of urban environment, both physical and social; urban 

administration; and mobilisation of financial resources for urban development. 

It is becoming evident that the tertiary sector, both high income and low income, with its 

multipliers, is tending to become more important than the industrial sector with its multipUers. 

The slum development policies should be both short-term (housing) and long-term 

(education and improvement of skills). Slums are not just sub-standard houses, but are occupied 

by people with complexities of social networks, sharp social-economic stratification and 

segregated spatial structures. The ethnicity and traditional living styles of slum population should 

be recognised in any slum development programmes. Ownership of land, most of that are private 

lands, on which the slums are located, poses problems in any programme of rehabilitation,and 

relocation (Prakasarao, 1983). 

To meet the goals of urban development policy, there is a need for powerfijl planning 

instruments. Some administrators and planners of experience think that the citizen and 

community participation in urban development programmes could provide the necessary 

insulation and facilitate successfiil implementation, and also, modify the plans, where necessary. 

The State Town and Country Planning Acts provide for inviting suggestions and comments fi-om 

the public at various stages of the preparation of development plans. The varied ways in which 

developments are taking place in our towns and cities, whether in the location of residential 

layouts, shopping complexes, or location of traffic terminals, without any regard to location 

rationale, only suggest that public consultation either failed in its function or the programmes did 

not receive the due and appropriate publicity. 

Urban planning in India more often follows urban development instead of directing 

development according to a pre-designed plan. The basic city-planning instrument has become 

only too static, too defective and too outmoded. What further compounds the problem is the time 

lag between the formulation of the plan and its implementation. 

City and town planning is a science, an art and a movement of policy concerned with the 

shaping and guiding the physical growth and arrangement of towns in harmony with their social 

and economic needs (Adams, 1935). Planning today needs a multidisciplinary approach. The 

planner must understand the existing landscape before he tries to reform it (Freeman, 1967). 

Regulating the use of land to the best advantage of community should be one of the major 

objectives of the town plan. The land should be developed in accordance with requirements of the 
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people living in and around the urban areas so that all utility services and major functions are 

easily available. The planning authority should be bold enough to obtain legislative measures in 

order to regulate the non-use of land in a desired way and to create civic centres, market places 

etc. at proper places. The weakness of information flow, the failure to communicate between 

earth-scientists and planners and decision-makers, contribute to many of the accentuated 

environmental hazards in cities. Clearly, sometimes the decision to play down the potential 

hazards is deliberate as it may be thought preferable to have some houses with slight hazard risk 

rather than no houses at all. In other cases the risks appear to be ignored or not even considered 

(Douglas, 1983). 

The town plan should also aim at urban development, slum clearance and re-housing 

where these have already came into existence. The planning should be ecological so that the 

productive lands and natural beauty are preserved. A particular form of use considered suitable at 

one time begins to appear as a misuse at other time. Besides taking up some programmes to 

improve physical infrastructure like roads, drinking water, community latrines and community 

centres, the Kurseong Municipality has not prepared any master plan for the town and its 

adjoining areas and such piecemeal planning is not conducive to the healthy development of the 

town and its adjoining areas. The haphazard development of residential areas is a serious 

problem. The future land use planning objectives should follow the measures of safety, 

economics, efficiency, ethnic and aesthetics. Safety includes protection from natural or human 

dangers, while economics includes the financial security for home, the determination of housing 

types and sizes for keeping pace with demands of the people. Efficiency consists the facility of 

getting into and going out of the housing areas such as transportation, shopping, health, education 

and other services. Ethnic is a policy of fairness in housing, irrespective of race, creed, religion, 

caste, region or nationality. Aesthetics covers the need of physical senses for the pleasant view, 

beauty, clean environment protected from noise, dust, vibration and glare etc. (William. H, 1973). 

The new residential areas, which came up on private vacant lands and tea gardens, suffer 

from insufficient infrastructure. Lack of drinking water, sewerage and roads is evident in those 

localities. Houses have come up on slopes and along the jhoras, which are vulnerable to 

landslides. Some of the areas were affected in the 1998's landslide. There is a tendency among 

the house owners to convert their single-storied houses into multi-storied buildings with scant 

regard to building rules. This tendency has already created a problem of congestion of houses, 

unhealthy environment and lack of amenities in the Central Business District of the town. The 
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plan of the municipality to rehabilitate the sweepers fi^om the sweeper's barrack in the centre of 

the town to a new site is yet to be implemented. With financial assistance fi^om the HUDCO, the 

municipality built twenty-five 'pay and own' subsidised houses (Pic. 27) for the sweepers near 

the burning ghat. Even after persuasion, the sweepers are not willing to move to the new site and 

as such 50 percent of the houses are still lying vacant. There are two reasons for the 

unwillingness on the part of the sweepers to take possession of the new houses - (a) the new site 

is far away fi^om the centre of town, and (b) they do not want the monthly instalments of the 

constructed houses to be deducted fi'om their monthly salaries. 

Pic. 27 : Subsidised houses for the sweepers. 

Even though the Department of Municipal Affairs of the Government of West Bengal has 

made special provision of buildings rules for Municipalities in the Hill Areas (Appendix), the 

Kurseong Municipality is yet to take concrete measures to implement those rules. Due to scarcity 

of vacant land at the centre of the town, every measure of land is being used for construction 

purpose by unscientifically cutting the hill slopes (Pic. 28) and not constructing proper guide 

walls for the cut slopes. 

The Central Business District of the town suflFers fi-om two basic problems - (a) the 

national highway and the railway line passes through it and (b) both the wholesale and retail 

business is carried out fi-om the same premises. Due to the construction of shops on both the 
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Pic. 28 : Slope excavated for house construction. 

sides of the Hill Cart Road and the railway line and encroachment of the road and pavement by 

vegetable and other vendors, traffic congestion is a common phenomenon. The food grain 

godown of the Food Corporation of India which was constructed without proper planning creates 

problem not only for loading and unloading of food grains but also creates traffic jam near the 

meeting point of Montiviot Road with the Hill Cart Road. The conservative vegetarian 

population of the town avoids the shopping complex (Pic. 29) constructed by the 

Pic. 29 : Entrance of the shopping complex. 
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municipality because vegetable shops and mutton shops are located side by side on the ground 

floor of the complex. A part of the bazaar, original market area of the town, is still vacant and the 

rest is covered with temporary shops. The municipality is not able to develop it because it does 

not have the required finance to take possession of the land from the Department of Land 

Reforms of the Government of West Bengal. During the last decade private cars for commercial 

purposes and jeeps have overwhelmingly grown in the town as major means of transport both 

within the town and outside the town. This has created space constraints for parking of private 

vehicles along the main roads of the town. 

The hilly nature of land in Kurseong town is a major controlling factor for urban growth. 

As most of the vacant land available in the town has been utilised for different purposes, the town 

is experiencing either vertical growth in the existing residential areas or encroachment of land 

belonging to tea gardens or reserved forest lying adjacent to the residential areas. There is a need 

on the part of the municipality to monitor growth in Naya busty, Tekbir busty, Abraham busty, 

Debisthan jhora, Kanti jhora, Dhobi khola, Subedar busty, Sherpa busty and Rajbari-Ranikoop 

areas as these areas were affected by landslides in 1998. Construction of buildings other than 

single storied ones should not be allowed in those areas and must be strictly enforced. In the other 

residential areas, the municipality should enforce the building rules as mentioned in the West 

Bengal Municipal (Building) Rules. The tea garden area lying within the municipal boundary 

between Ramlal jhora and Kanti jhora, west of Bourdillion Road, can be used for future 

development of a residential-cum-commercial complex with some government offices. 

Commercial area of the town is already congested and needs thinning out and as the proposed 

area is easily accessible, proper planning of that area will help in easing the problem of 

congestion in the centre of the town. 

There is a need to set up a regulatory body to oversee the growth of English medium 

schools in the town. Even though to start a secondary school the school's owner has to procure a 

'no objection certificate' from the state government, there is no control over the starting up of 

kindergarten and primary schools. The schools including the secondary schools lack in 

playgrounds and spacious classroom and the main objective behind setting up of the schools 

seems to make profit rather than providing basic facilities to the students. As Kurseong town's 

economy is at present thriving on the growth of numerous English medium schools, equilibrium 

has to be maintained regarding the quantity and quality of these schools. It is heartening to note 

that the Department of School Education, Government of West Bengal is preparing a legislation 
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based on the Ashoke Mitra panel's recommendation of formulation of regulations to control the 

growth of private primary schools and kindergartens and ensure imparting of quality education in 

such institutions (The Telegraph, 2^ February 2000). The decision taken by the municipality to 

recognise private English medium schools as commercial enterprises is a step in the right 

direction as that will help in increasing the revenue of the municipality. But modalities are yet to 

be chalked out regarding the amount to be levied on the private schools. The municipal authority 

and owners of private English medium schools should sit together to formulate a policy for 

assessment of taxes because an understanding between the two will help in the growth of 

Kurseong town in the right direction. 

The hat bazaar area lying between the Hill Cart Road and the Burdwan Road, which once 

belonged to the Maharaja of Burdwan, is a case of misuse of land in the town. The legal tussle 

regarding the ownership of the land has hampered the growth of the prime land. The land can be 

best utilised by converting it into a multi-utility three-storied complex. The ground floor of the 

complex can accommodate the already existing shops and a part of it can be reserved for parking 

of vehicles. The first floor can be reserved for offices and a few shops and the second floor can 

have an auditorium and an exhibition hall. 

The gas shop selling liquefied petroleum gas, located in the congested commercial area 

must be shifted to a less dense area. The centre of the town, which was destroyed in a devastating 

fire in 1986, will be badly affected if a fire of that nature occurs again because over the years the 

central area has become highly congested with business estabUshments and houses. 

Tuberculosis, the most unglamorous killer, which was thought to have been disappeared, 

has made a fi-ightening comeback and in 1993 the World Health Organisation declared it as a 

global emergency. Even though a new cost effective strategy, called the directly observed 

treatment short course is available for treating tuberculosis, the disease is killing more people 

today than at any other point of history. In India alone about 5,00,000 people die of tuberculosis 

every year and this number is on the rise. Given the infrastructure available at the State 

Tuberculosis Hospital (Sanatorium), the area under its jurisdiction and the number of staff 

working here, the hospital can be managed in a much better way than it is done now The 

Darjiling Gorkha Hill Council has given a proposal to the Government of West Bengal for the 

take over of the administration of the hospital. As the number of patients reporting to this hospital 

has been decreasing, there is need to change the status of the TB Hospital The hospital can be 
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changed into a referral hospital providing specialised treatment in different disciplines to patients 

not only fi-om the hills but also fi-om the plains. In this manner the existing buildings can be 

utilised in the best possible way and if needed there is enough land under its jurisdiction for 

expansion. 

The measures taken by the administration to regulate the flow of traffic along the Hill 

Cart Road and Acharya Bhanu Path has yielded some results but the crux of the problem lies 

somewhere else. Unless and until the new Bus Terminus is utilised by shifting the present Bus 

and Taxi stands to the terminus, the problem of congestion of the Hill Cart Road and the Acharya 

Bhanu Path will remain. The shifting of the stands will definitely hamper the business interests of 

the hotels and restaurants and other shops but for the greater interest of the town this action has to 

be taken by the administration. The shifting of the stands will also help in the completion of 

construction of the Bus Terminus. When completed the Bus Terminus will provide facilities of 

various types to the travellers. The gas shop can be shifted to the terminus because of its 

proximity to the fire station. There is a need to develop a cheaper mode of transport for carrying 

passengers from the terminus to the centre of the town and vice versa and for delivery of gas 

cylinders to the users in different parts of the town. 

Parks, open spaces and playgrounds serve as the lungs of the city. Every urban area has to 

have a rational and homogenous distribution of public parks, open spaces and recreational 

facilities. Even though Kurseong town is surrounded with green belt, there is only one public 

park within the town and one in Dow Hill maintained by the Department of Forest. The Ministry 

of Defence should hand over the Chandmari playground to the State Government for the 

construction of a modem indoor stadium, which is lacking in the town. The land adjoining 'the 

grotto' in the St. Mary's, east of the town, can be developed into a children's park. 

The DHR owns properties at prime locations not only in Darjiling and Kurseong but also 

at other railway stations along its route. These properties can be utilised in the best possible way 

for supplementing the income of the railways in this section. As the volume of traffic which ply 

through the Hill Cart Road has increased tremendously, a conservative estimate purs it at 30,000 

per day, the level of pollution in the atmosphere has also increased and people residing along 

both the sides of the road complain of increased dust and smoke released by the passing vehicles 

Atmospheric lead is one such pollutant, which tend to be greatest where density of vehicular 

traffic is the highest. Although there is controversy as to how important the lead in the air is for 

the total lead in people's bodies, the exposure to dense traffic flames has led the Government of 
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India to legislate the sale of lead free petrol all over the country. The Department of Motor 

Vehicles should be more vigilant in undertaking smoke emission tests of motor vehicles 

especially the jeeps and trucks plying through the main roads. 

The use of plastics for carrying goods and packaging, which has increased over the years, 

needs to be curbed. After the devastating landslide in the DarjiUng hills in 1998, a small news 

item of banning the use of plastics came out in the local newspapers The news created awareness 

among the shopkeepers and the people in general to use less of plastics but when it was realised 

that there was no government order as such, the use of plastics for different uses again increased. 

This small incident reminds one thing that if any action is taken administratively or politically for 

the betterment of the environment, the people are willing to accept it, provided viable alternative 

measures are recommended. 

The volume of liquid and solid wastes in cities is great. The success with which a city can 

manage these wastes is one indicator of the ability of the organisation within a city to work 

together to manage the urban environment. There is no single best solution to waste disposal. A 

range of ahematives is available, with the most sophisticated technology not always appropriate 

in every city (Douglas, 1983). The following proposals can be made for proper management of 

liquid and solid wastes -

(a) Liquid waste: 

(i) pour flush community latrines should be provided for the economically weaker section who 

have no latrine facility at present; 

(ii) existing septic tanks (community and individual types) are to be desludged and structures are 

to be repaired and renovated; 

(iii) existing septic tanks are to be provided with either soak pit or bleaching powder vat; 

(iv) new septic tanks are to be constructed to cater the additional load coming to the existing 

community septic tanks; 

(v) all sewer lines are to be made free from blockage, repaired and provided with suitable 

junction pits; 

(vi) a common septic tank should be constructed and arrangement for safe disposal of effluent 

from the septic tank is to be made by constructing soak pit or porous pipe is to be laid from the 

septic tank for effluent to disperse in the sub-soil. 
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(h) Solid Waste: 

(i) the total solid waste generated in the town is about 8 tons and to attend to this amount of solid 

waste the municipality requires a good infrastructure. About 255 community vats of 0.25 m3 

capacity will be required for collection of solid wastes and about 13 central vats each having a 

capacity of 6 m3. 

(ii) the average spacing between two community vats should be 100 metre but will vary 

depending on spatial distribution of population; 

(iii) each vat shall receive solid waste from 125 persons daily and should be cleared every 

alternate day; 

(iv) a trailer or a central vat will receive solid wastes from 20 community vats. 

(v) residential schools, hotels and auditoriums will have separate individual vats; 

Despite tremendous prospects, Kurseong has not developed as a major tourist destination. 

The natural advantages of a congenial climate and elevation, lush green forests and tea 

plantations over slopes and ridges, magnificent vistas of the plains formed by tropical vegetation 

and meandering rivers, amidst the panoramic setting of ice-clad peaks, make this tiny Himalayan 

hill station unique among its class. As Kurseong's importance as a recreational resort has 

declined, steps should be taken to revive it. Stress should be on developing eco-tourism especially 

on the Dow Hill-Mahaldiram mountain range. The range can be used for trekking, camping, 

hiking, picnicking, rock-hounding, bird watching and a host of activities allied to it. The forest 

museum, orchid house and the service reservoir at Dow Hill in the tranquillity of deep pinus 

forest makes this spot one of the attraction for the tourist visiting Kurseong. 

A few kilometres away on the same ridge through a magnificent forest mainly Crytomaria 

Japonica, Chimney is another beaufifiil place noted for its scenic beauty. From here one can get 

the glimpses of the eastern Himalayas and the majestic view of Mt. Kanchenjunga. This curious 

name of this place is due to the fact that in the olden days when this was the regular road to 

Daijiling, there was a dak bungalow at this spot, of which only a single chimney now remains. 

About 10.5 Kilometres from Dow Hill, Bagora is a wonderful forest village fi-om where a 

number of forest road radiate. There is a forest bungalow where trekkers can take rest. The trail 

along the Old Military Road can be used for trek during the night to Tiger Hill especially on a 

moonlit night. From Tiger Hill one can have a magnificent view of the snowy Himalayan peaks 
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and of the very colourful sunrise. The adventure of trekking through a thick mass of temperate 

forest, a varied topography, climatic conditions, flora and fauna offers education and scenic 

values which are comparable to the best of the pony or trekking trails anywhere in the world. A 

number of jhoras with crystal clear waters in the backdrop of snow-clad mountains offers 

beautiful camping grounds all along the trail. 

About 11 kilometres west of the town is the Namsi Lake on the Balason River, which is 

an important spot for fishing trout. This gorge of the Balason is a magnificent site with steep hills 

rising on both side and the river flowing though it. With the bungalow offering camping facilities 

for the right enthusiastic tourists can trek their way to Mirik, the lake town of Darjiling Hills. 

Kurseong town, which grew up as a halting station for tourists and troops traveUing to 

Darjiling, was declared a municipality in 1879 covering an area of 5.05 sq. km. A skeleton 

drinking water and sewerage system was developed catering to need of the centre of the town. 

The salubrious climate of the town attracted several government offices and educational 

institutions. The growth of population in the town, which was very slow till 1981 suddenly, 

increased in 1991. This sudden increase in population was partly due to natural increase and 

partly due to immigration. The town did not experience any establishment of industries other than 

tea manufacturing industries. Thus it can be concluded from the first two chapters that due to the 

establishment of offices and schools rather than industries in the town the proportion of workers 

in the tertiary sector is very high, the sex ratio is 913 females per 1000 males and literacy rate one 

of the highest in the State. 

It has been observed that the fianctions, particularly residential, commercial and transport 

are inter-related and affects the land use in Kurseong town. The commercial use of land is closely 

related to the centre of population and is found near the centre of the town. The density of 

population has been found to decrease outwards from the centre of the town. The residential areas 

have grown in the centre of the town and in Rajbari, Sherpa Busty, Dumaram and Sudhapa Tol 

areas. Transport and communication constitutes the second most important use of land after 

residential land uses. Public and semi-public land uses are scattered and found all over the town. 

Thus it can be concluded that although there is sectorial development of land uses in Kurseong 

town yet their distribution and character changes as one goes away from centre of population. 

The different socio-economic flmctions available in the town are not only used by the 

people of the town but are also used by the neighbouring areas. The growth of private English 
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medium schools, where students from different parts of the country and neighbouring countries 

come to study, has helped in the generation of employment. Trades and commerce have 

developed in the town but have remained concentrated at the centre. Volume of road traffic has 

increased at the expense of railways. Facilities like drinking water and sanitation are yet to serve 

the entire population of the town. Thus it can be concluded that the social infrastructure available 

in the town needs improvement to serve the people in a better way, 

Any urban area, which grows without proper planning, suffers from many problems and 

Kurseong town is one such urban area. The rapid increase in population in the last decade has led 

to the growth of bustys where houses are sub-standard and living condition is poor. Different land 

uses in the town have grown in an unbalanced manner where more stress was given to the 

development of residential areas and less on parks and playgrounds. The medical facilities need 

to be revamped to serve the growing population in a better way. Existing facilities are not 

sufficient to supply drinking water on a regular basis during lean months and sewerage, which is 

discharged untreated into the jhoras, is creating environmental problem to the settlements lying in 

the lower course of the jhoras. Thus it can be concluded that the infrastructure, which were 

developed for a small population, could not keep pace with the growing population and have 

created disparity in its distribution within the town. 

Kurseong town did not experience the desired development in different land uses due to a 

lack of response to the conceptual plan provided by the Siliguri Planning Organisation in 1977. 

Even though the municipality has taken up many programmes for development of physical 

infrastructures in the town, implementation of the programmes is still at a rudimentary stage. The 

Departments of Heahh and P.HE. have taken up programmes to improve the medical facilities 

and to increase the supply of drinking water respectively. The plans taken up by many agencies, 

if executed, will go a long way in lessening the problems faced by the town. 

The broad set of goals prepared by the Land Conservation and Development Commission 

at Oregon in 1973 (Douglas, 1983) gives the right direction for the development of Kurseong 

town in a proper manner. The goals are: 

(i) public participation in planning; 

(ii) establishment of a long-use planning process with a data base to include natural resources, 

man-made structures, population and economic characteristics, and the roles and responsibility of 

government; 

(iii) maintenance and improvement of air and water quality; 
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(iv) control of development in natural hazard areas; 

(v) development of buildings, roads and services; 

(vi) delineation of boundaries to separate urban and potential urban areas from rural land. 
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